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The effects of mobile phone 
dependence on athletic 
performance and its mechanisms
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Mobile phone dependence (also known as internet dependence, MPD), defined 
as a problematic behavior characterized by excessive use or intermittent 
craving to use a mobile phone, results in various social, behavioral, and affective 
problems in daily life. In sports, MPD is directly related to the physical and mental 
health and sports performance of athletes. The individual and environmental 
factors, neurobiological mechanisms and theoretical models of MPD affecting 
athletic performance were analyzed by reviewing previous studies, aiming to 
construct effective training and development protocols to prevent and control 
the occurrence of MPD in athletes. At present, athletic performance can 
be affected by MPD through individual factors and environmental factors. The 
neurobiological mechanisms between the two are based on the brain reward 
system and microwave radiation from mobile phones, with athletic performance 
being restricted by alterations in the corresponding brain regions. Relevant 
theoretical models mainly include the social cognitive model of self-regulation 
and the integrative model of self-control, which explain the interrelationship 
between MPD and athletic performance from the perspectives of athletes’ self-
regulation and self-control, respectively. As an emerging phenomenon, the 
influence pathways and mechanisms by which MPD affects athletic performance 
need to be further investigated. A longitudinal perspective should be adopted 
to trace the dynamic impact relationship between the two, and developing 
relevant theoretical frameworks from an interdisciplinary research perspective 
should be  valuable for providing theoretical support for coaches and sports 
administrators to formulate scientific training protocols and thus improve the 
mental health of athletes.
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1 Introduction

According to the Global Digital Report, the number of unique mobile phone users sits 
at 5.61 billion at the start of 2024. The latest data from GSMA Intelligence reveals that 69.4% 
of the world’s total population now uses a mobile device. Meanwhile, the 53rd Statistical 
Reports on Internet Development in China released by the China Internet Network 
Information Center (CNNIC) shows that the number of internet users in China, as of 
December 2023, has reached 1.092 billion, with 3.8 and 14.7% of these users being under 
the age of 10 and between the ages of 10 and 19, respectively. The internet has nearly 200 
million adolescent users, and the internet penetration rate among minors has almost 
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reached saturation. With the increasing use of mobile phones, the 
associated problems and challenges have become more prominent. 
Additionally, there is a growing number of individuals who are 
addicted to, dependent on, or misusing mobile phones (Yu and 
Sussman, 2020). Mobile phone dependence (MPD) defined as a 
problematic behavior characterized by excessive use or intermittent 
craving to use a mobile phone, results in various social, behavioral, 
and affective problems in daily life (Billieux, 2012; Billieux et al., 
2015). Moreover, some studies have adopted the synonymous 
concepts of MPD, including smartphone dependence (Park, 2019), 
smartphone addiction (Lopez-Fernandez, 2017), problematic mobile 
phone use (Harris et  al., 2020), and mobile phone overuse 
(Kawyannejad et al., 2019).

Studies have demonstrated that the frequency and duration of 
mobile phone usage are important indicators for assessing MPD, and 
individuals who use mobile phones for more than 4 h per day can 
be considered potential mobile phone dependents (Song et al., 2023). 
At present, models of the influence mechanisms of internet addiction 
have been developed in the field of psychology, which indicate that 
internet addiction may lead to anxiety and depression, making it 
difficult to respond to life stress or negative events in a reasonable 
manner, and that psychological symptoms and pain can be worsened 
by such behavioral addictions. In the field of sports, mobile phones 
have significantly improved the lives and training of athletes, who 
regularly use mobile phones to manage roles and demands across 
multiple contexts, such as society, family and school (DesClouds and 
Durand-Bush, 2021). For young athletes, however, a range of physical 
and mental health problems can easily develop due to MPD, including 
emotional disturbance, poor sleep quality, difficulties in interpersonal 
relationship, reduced cognitive function, and attention allocation, 
which in turn can lead to impaired athletic performance (Encel et al., 
2017; Gould et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2021; Ayyildiz and Besler, 2022; 
Gocer and Oniz, 2023). In recent years, MPD has become a highly 
significant research topic and has received increasing attention within 
the filed of sports psychology.

Therefore, this paper analyses and discusses the effects of MPD on 
athletic performance, the neurobiological mechanisms and relevant 
theoretical models of MPD affecting athletic performance, and on the 
basis of which research prospects are proposed, providing a theoretical 
reference and guidance for subsequent research in this field.

2 Relevant research on the effects of 
MPD on athletic performance

According to the holistic model of determinants of sports 
performance proposed by Bangsbo (2015), sports performance can 
be impacted by individuals’ psychological characteristics, physiological 
states, and external environmental conditions. Similarly, the effects of 
MPD on athletic performance can also be  realized through 
interactions between individual and environmental factors. For 
instance, athletes may not be able to focus on training and lose the 
desire to pursue outstanding athletic performance due to interference 
with the attention allocation disrupted by MPD. Moreover, athletic 
performance can be restricted by MPD through weakening positive 
incentives in the sports environment, including an active training 
atmosphere, and friendly coach-athlete relationship (CAR). On this 
basis, the relevant research on the effects of MPD on athletic 

performance is divided into individual and environmental factors 
for discussion.

2.1 Individual factors

Athletes not only have to cope with the challenges and pressure of 
their peers, such as academic task, but also have to weather the 
additional demands of sports, and invest a great deal of time and 
energy in training and competition, thus they are subjected to various 
sources and forms of physical and psychological stress, including 
losing competitions, sports injuries, interpersonal relationships, 
further education pressure, future prospects, and personal life 
encounters (Fiedler et  al., 2023). According to the general stress 
theory, problematic behaviors (e.g., MPD) are rooted mainly in 
negative emotions caused by stress or stressors, and the corresponding 
adaptive means will be adopted by athletes with problematic behaviors 
to alleviate pressure during stressful states (Agnew, 1992; Jun and 
Choi, 2015). Evidence has suggested that MPD tendencies may 
be more likely to develop in groups experiencing stress (Mehmood 
et al., 2021; Zhong et al., 2022). Athletes are susceptible to multiple 
stressors in life, study and training, which can lead to negative 
emotions such as anxiety and depression, and mobile phone usage 
provides an effective means for relieving stress. However, as most 
athletes have weak self-control, the psychological stress and negative 
emotions may be further aggravated by excessive use or dependence 
on mobile phones, which can adversely affect athletic performance 
(Elhai et  al., 2017; Sahu et  al., 2019; Ong et  al., 2022), and even 
“choking” during competition. Ivarsson et al. (2017) have argued that 
adverse physiological reactions can be caused by the stress and anxiety 
experienced by athletes, including increased muscle tension, mental 
toughness and reduced neurocognitive and perceptual ability, with 
athletic performance being impaired. Furthermore, Hamlin et  al. 
(2019) suggested that once the stress generated in academic and 
training environments exceeds athletes’ abilities to cope, athletes 
become more susceptible to decreased performance, increasing the 
risk of injury and illness. As a result, stressed athletes may view mobile 
phone usage as a kind of avoidant coping that allows them to 
temporarily escape from stressful situations, which in the long run 
may exacerbate MPD, rendering it unable to have adaptive coping 
effects, but further worsening psychological pressure and negative 
emotions, with athletic performance being constrained accordingly 
and difficult to improve.

Chronic problematic use of mobile phones may also consume 
the attentional resources and cognitive abilities of athletes 
(DesClouds and Durand-Bush, 2021; Ong et al., 2022), leading to 
mental fatigue and limiting athletic performance in training and 
competition (Fortes et al., 2022a; Alix-Fages et al., 2023). An 8-week 
randomized and experimental research with parallel groups showed 
that swimmers who used a smartphone for 30 min before training 
showed higher levels of mental fatigue (p = 0.01) and internal 
training load (p = 0.01), and their 100-m and 400-m freestyle 
performance gains were inhibited compared with the control group 
(Fortes et  al., 2022b). According to the brain drain hypothesis 
proposed by Ward et al. (2017), using attentional resources for one 
cognitive process or task will reduce the resources available for other 
tasks. Simultaneously, since limited attentional resources are 
required to support other attentional control and cognitive 
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processes, the attentional resources occupied by mobile phone usage 
will not be available for other tasks whose performance will suffer. 
Moreover, due to the mental fatigue and cognitive decline caused by 
prolonged exposure to smartphone apps, such athletes’ decision-
making performance tend to be inhibited while engaging in tasks 
(Fortes et al., 2019). According to a randomized and experimental 
research with parallel groups on volleyball players, there was a 
statistically significant group × time interaction for both attack 
decision-making performance (p = 0.03) and passing decision-
making performance (p = 0.02). Only athletes in the control group 
showed improvement in their attack decision-making performance 
(p = 0.02) and passing decision-making performance (p = 0.01) 
compared with athletes in the experimental group who used social 
media apps on smartphones before training (Fortes et al., 2021). 
These data corroborate the argument that sustained high cognitive 
demanding activity (e.g., MPD) led to mental fatigue and impaired 
decision-making performance in athletes (Smith et al., 2016; Gantois 
et  al., 2020; Trecroci et  al., 2020; Staiano et  al., 2024). This may 
be  due to the lack of self-regulation in such athletes, with the 
majority of limited attentional resources being focused on behavioral 
dependencies, resulting in fewer resources being allocated to athletic 
performance, reduced decision-making, and thus failure to achieve 
an optimal state of performance. In conclusion, for athletes with 
MPD, a large amount of attentional resources may be consumed by 
prolonged and high frequency mobile phone usage, reducing 
resource allocation to other cognitive activities, such as training and 
competition, leading to distraction, wandering and ultimately an 
inability to focus on current activities (Encel et  al., 2017; David 
et al., 2018).

A body of research has indicated that athletic performance can 
be  impaired by MPD through causing the sleep disturbance and 
irregular lifestyle (Thun et al., 2015; Romyn et al., 2016; Charest and 
Grandner, 2020; Gupta, 2023). Sleep is often considered as the key to 
achieving the optimal athletic performance, and sleep deprivation 
leads to a variety of physical and psychological consequences, 
including stress, anxiety, and decreased coping and recovery. Based on 
the blue light theory, the production of melatonin may be inhibited by 
the blue light emitted by mobile phones, thus increasing sleep latency 
and reducing sleep quality in athletes (Jahrami et al., 2022). Moreover, 
exposure to blue light also seems to activate the ventrolateral and 
dorsolateral areas of the prefrontal cortex, which interferes with sleep 
by increasing alertness and working memory (Bano et  al., 2021). 
Investigating the relationship between sleep deprivation and muscle 
glycogen, Skein et al. (2011) suggested the storage of muscle glycogen 
before exercise will be reduced after sleep deprivation, because the 
sleep deprivation prevents the replenishment of muscle glycogen after 
exercise, damages the energy supply for muscle fibre repair and 
contraction, and subsequently leads to a decline in endurance athletic 
performance. Watson and Brickson (2018) assessed the relationships 
between sleep quality, training load and emotional state in female 
soccer players over a year, and reported that reduced sleep time was 
positively associated with fatigue (β = 0.15, p < 0.001), mood (β = 0.13, 
p < 0.001), and stress (β = 0.13, p < 0.001). An experimental control 
study investigating the effects of 24 h of sleep deprivation on youth 
soccer skills showed that athletes in the sleep deprivation condition 
exhibited higher levels of subjective sleepiness and distraction, with 
impaired athletic performance on seven soccer skills tests (Pallesen 
et al., 2017).

In summary, previous studies have examined individual factors 
categorized into multiple aspects, each of which is based on different 
intermediate variables to explore the effects of MPD on athletic 
performance. Prolonged use of electronic devices has been proven to 
be a behavior that requires high cognitive inhibition and sustained 
attention. When athletes use electronic devices, the cognitive 
performance will be  impaired, including disrupt attention, 
concentration, memory, and executive function (Durand-Bush and 
DesClouds, 2018). It is well-documented that these cognitive deficits 
and increased cognitive demands for a prolonged period may impair 
decision-making performance and executive functions in athletes, 
which in turn may limit athletic performance (Van Cutsem et al., 
2017; Fortes et al., 2019; Gantois et al., 2020). Therefore, the following 
aspects for expansion could be  considered in future research: (1) 
Multiple individual factors, including mental toughness, personality 
disposition, coping style, attachment, and self-esteem, should be fully 
incorporated into research on MPD to examine the specific conditions 
under which MPD plays a restrictive role in athletic performance, 
facilitating a detailed exploration of the influence paths and 
corresponding intervention programs from different perspectives; (2) 
Based on the results of cross-sectional studies, longitudinal and long-
term follow-up research should be conducted to examine the influence 
relation between the two in a more systematic and dynamic way; and 
(3) Targeted intervention experiments, including psychological 
intervention (Malinauskas and Malinauskiene, 2019), mindfulness 
training (Lan et  al., 2018), educational intervention (Khoshgoftar 
et al., 2019) and web-based group intervention (Brouzos et al., 2024), 
could be designed and implemented to examine the withdrawal effects 
of different interventions on athletes with MPD.

2.2 Environmental factors

Research on the impacts of MPD on athletic performance through 
environmental factors is primarily based on the self-determination 
theory’s perspective on individual needs (Deci and Ryan, 2013). This 
theory classifies basic human psychological needs into three 
categories: relationship needs, autonomy needs and competence needs 
(Deci and Ryan, 2013). In essence, the communication between 
athletes and the outside world is a process of need fulfillment. 
According to the theory of compensatory internet use, most athletes 
are mentally immature, making them less capable of emotional 
regulation and socialization (Kardefelt-Winther, 2014). Consequently, 
they may find it challenging to meet their needs in real-world 
situations. Huang et al. (2022) found that social communications tend 
to be neglected by individuals with MPD, resulting in less time for 
offline communication with friends and family. This negatively affects 
the social–emotional support system, leading to alexithymia and 
increased loneliness. As a result, they may resort to inappropriate ways 
to meet social needs. Furthermore, individuals with MPD also tend to 
disregard their surroundings and develop a dependence on the virtual 
world accessed through mobile phones, with the execution of daily 
physical activities being affected. In sports, athletes with MPD may 
be influenced by the aforementioned behaviors, leading to formation 
of poor interpersonal relationships and incorrect interaction patterns, 
which are detrimental to the development of CAR and also hinder 
athletic performance. Evidence suggested that the interpersonal 
conflict within a team and poor team training atmosphere can easily 
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develop through poor CAR, discouraging athletes from striving for 
excellence (Wachsmuth et al., 2018).

Moreover, burnout in athletes will correspondingly develop due 
to uncoordinated CAR, which will cause athletes to lose motivations 
to focus on training and competition (Isoard-Gautheur et al., 2016). 
In contrast, the 3Cs model proposed by Jowett and Cockerill (2003) 
suggested that the more satisfying the relationship between athletes 
and coaches is, the greater the quality of that relationship and the 
better athletic performance. According to the model of sports 
engagement, when establishing high-quality CAR, athletes will receive 
more informational, emotional, respectful, and instrumental support 
from coaches, which will help them meet sports needs, achieve a 
dynamic balance between them and the environment, and ultimately 
improve athletic performance. Therefore, athletes with MPD may not 
be able to build a harmonious CAR due to their own poor relationship 
building and communication skills, which in turn has a negative 
impact on athletic performance. For athletes with MPD, harmonious 
CAR is difficult to build and develop due to poor relationship building 
and poor communication skills, with a corresponding adverse impact 
on athletic performance.

The uses and gratifications theory posits that athletes use social 
media for a variety of needs, and mobile phones, as a “ritualized” 
medium, can be used to satisfy athletes’ needs to pass time, socialize 
and entertain, which are easy habits to develop (Katz et al., 1973). In 
the highly digital context, the convenience, entertainment and social 
functions offered by mobile phones may become a “psychological 
refuge” for athletes, allowing them to fully immerse themselves in 
social media interactions. However, when moving from the online 
world to the real world, such athletes may find it difficult to adjust 
their control and execution abilities, which can adversely affect athletic 
performance. A randomized and cross-over investigation of the 
inhibitory control performance (including accuracy and response 
time) showed that the mental fatigue caused by smartphone social 
media use resulted in higher response time than the control group at 
10 min (p = 0.01) and 30 min (p = 0.01) after the resistance exercise 
session, suggesting that performing a high cognitive demanding 
activity (e.g., MPD) before training may trigger impaired inhibitory 
control performance (Lima-Junior et  al., 2024). This evidence is 
consistent with findings from a randomized and experimental 
research with parallel groups, which found that the acute effects 
associated with 30 min of social media use before training interfered 
with the improvement of inhibitory control performance in athletes 
(Fortes et al., 2022b). The self-presentation model of social anxiety can 
be used to explain how social media affects athletic performance, 
stating that athletes attempt to present an idealized self-image to the 
public through online interaction, and that athletes will maintain their 
own self-image through frequent interaction when they are concerned 
about what others’ opinions are, or when the ideal impression is 
questioned (Schlenker and Leary, 1982). As a result, athletes easily fall 
into a state of distraction and anxiety, and have difficulty focusing on 
training and competition. This finding conforms with the cognitive 
resource allocation theory, which suggests that most psychological 
resources will be  devoted to processing trivial and cumbersome 
information due to athletes’ frequent interactions with social media, 
giving rise to an under-allocation of localized resources and ultimately 
impeding athletic performance (Kahneman, 1973).

In summary, athletes’ access to mobile phones can be increased 
through environmental factors, which can interfere with normal 

physiological and psychological states, causing poor interpersonal 
relationships, triggering interpersonal conflicts, and so on. 
Furthermore, the likelihood of athletes suffering from MPD can raise 
due to poor social environments, thus leading them to satisfy the 
needs through the virtual world and making it difficult for limited 
psychological resources to be used effectively for training activities. 
Studies have indicated that athletes who interacted with social media 
for more than 30 min before training experience a decrease in 
decision-making performance (p = 0.001), and an increase in internal 
training load (p = 0.001) (Fortes et al., 2023). Therefore, coaches and 
relevant managers should encourage athletes to abstain from social 
media on smartphones, such as WhatsAPP, Facebook, and Instagram, 
for at least 2-h before their training sessions, and strictly control and 
limit the frequency and duration of mobile phone usage by athletes 
(Fortes et al., 2021). By improving the environmental conditions of 
training and competition venues, including locker rooms and training 
grounds, and regularly carrying out psychological counseling, it is 
effective to guide athletes in developing proper ways of using mobile 
phones, eliminating external interference, focusing on training and 
competition, and striving to realize their own value. In addition, the 
coaching level and quality of coaches also play a vital role in 
influencing the MPD of athletes. Gearity and Murray (2011) have 
argued that bad coaches may be at greater risk in a number of ways, 
such as the suppression of mental skills and distraction of athletes, and 
thus eventually divide the team. The external factors mentioned above 
can also exacerbate psychological burden and affect the training state 
of athletes, further increasing the risk of developing MPD. Therefore, 
coaches and managers should pay attention to their own behavioral 
norms and optimize the training environment to eliminate the 
impacts of potential triggers of MPD and ensure that athletes are in 
an optimal psychological state.

3 Neurobiological mechanisms of the 
effects of MPD on athletic 
performance

Research on the neurobiological mechanisms underlying the 
effects of MPD on athletic performance has focused primarily on 
the brain reward system (BRS), which involves the areas of brain 
responsible for reward and loss of impulse control (Liu et al., 2019). 
The BRS comprises primarily the lower part of the cerebral cortex 
(e.g., amygdala, hippocampus and ventral striatum) as well as 
cortical areas responsible for executive functions (e.g., the left 
prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and 
insula) (Morgenstern et al., 2013). The lower part of the cerebral 
cortex primarily mediates neural processes related to emotion, 
memory and reward, while the cortical areas responsible for 
executive functions are involved in cognitive processes such as 
behavioral regulation and decision-making, which play a significant 
role in the control and direction of movement. For instance, when 
athletes with MPD use mobile phones, the brain’s reward pathways 
may be stimulated due to the stimulation of mobile phone content, 
while dopamine with neurotransmitters will be  released by the 
ventral tegmental area. These dopamine molecules rapidly bind to 
dopaminergic receptors in the ventral striatum, enabling athletes 
with MPD to produce a sustainable sense of excitement and 
pleasure (Sharma et al., 2021). Moreover, the amygdala, as a key site 
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for emotional processing and memory formation, and the 
hippocampus, as an important structure for learning and memory, 
reinforce the association between MPD and pleasurable memory in 
athletes and thus form the conditioned reward effect for mobile 
phone usage.

Therefore, athletes with MPD may be addicted to mobile phones 
for short-term, high-intensity reward satisfaction from mobile phones, 
prompting the body to secrete large amounts of dopamine. Thus these 
dopamine molecules can further increase the degree of MPD and 
weaken athlete’s driving force for delayed reward processes such as 
training and competition, which will result in reduced vision, 
attention, reactions, and ultimately cause serious impairment of 
athletic performance. According to the brain reward theory (Berridge 
and Robinson, 2016), as behavioral dependence deepens, the function 
of the cerebral cortex will also be adversely affected, with the decision-
making and executive function of athletes being debilitated 
(Benarroch, 2019; Xiao et al., 2022). Evidence has suggested that the 
decision-making of athletes relies on the abilities of the central 
nervous system to process information and motor responses, and that 
athletes are often required to make quick decisions in multitasking 
sports scenarios to cope with complex environmental changes 
(Hughes and Dai, 2023). However, the negative effects of MPD on the 
central nervous system may lead to an attenuation of information 
processing and reaction capacity, which could further restrict 
decision-making, distraction and athletic performance (Encel et al., 
2017; Fortes et al., 2019).

Neuroimaging studies of social behaviors have demonstrated that 
social media use recruits brain network regions, including the 
prefrontal cortex (PFC), dorsomedial PFC (DMPFC), ventromedial 
PFC (VMPFC), bilateral temporoparietal junction (TPJ), anterior 
temporal lobes (ATL), inferior frontal gyri (IFG), and posterior 
cingulate cortex/precuneus (PCC) (Wolf et al., 2010; Schurz et al., 
2014). Among these, the PFC and VMPFC are responsible for 
attention, processing information, cognitive interference control and 
decision-making during physical effort (Franco-Alvarenga et al., 2019; 
Friehs et al., 2020). Prolonged problematic use of mobile phones may 
lead to physical and mental fatigue and impair internal training load, 
heart rate variability and cognitive interference control, thereby 

adversely affecting athletic performance (Fortes et al., 2022a). Finally, 
mobile phones also emit microwaves and high electromagnetic 
modulated radiation, which interferes with synaptic neurotransmitters 
(dopamine, endogenous opioids, etc.) in the BRS, resulting in 
disruptions to the functions of the nervous system, endocrine system 
and immune system, as well as to some unique structures of the 
organism, including the brain waves, the blood–brain barrier and the 
pineal gland (De La Puente et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 2021). Studies 
have demonstrated that behavioral dependence involves multiple 
neurotransmitter systems, among which dopamine seems to be the 
most dynamic because it intervenes to a greater or lesser measure on 
a neuronal reward circuit known as the mesolimbic dopaminergic 
system (De La Puente et al., 2007). The radiation from mobile phones 
may interfere with the dopaminergic neural circuits in the BRS by 
affecting the dopaminergic nerve conduction in the synaptic cleft. 
Therefore, the attention, emotion regulation and decision-making 
abilities of athletes may be  impaired by this interference to some 
extent. In summary, MPD, which mainly affects the reward pathway 
in the BRS and emits microwave radiation, could cause dysfunction 
of brain regions in athletes, potentially restricting athletic performance.

4 Relevant theoretical models of 
effects of MPD on athletic 
performance

4.1 The social cognitive model of 
self-regulation

The social cognitive model of self-regulation suggested that self-
regulation of athletes can be seen as a process of interaction between 
athletes (including behavior and cognition) and the environment 
(Figure 1). Self-regulation refers to self-generated thoughts, feelings, 
and actions that are planned and cyclically adapted to the attainment of 
personal goals (Zimmerman, 2000). The process of self-regulation 
involves three phases: preparation, execution (or volitional control), 
and evaluation, each of which also includes some key attributes required 
for athletes to successfully master and execute sports skills, such as 

FIGURE 1

Social cognitive model of self-regulation.
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self-efficacy, autonomous motivation, goal setting, and attentional 
capacity (Zimmerman, 2000). Among them, the preparation phase is 
the process by which the training or competition goals, plans, and 
strategies are set by the athletes; the execution phase involves the 
behavior of athletes that occurs during the implementation of an 
activity; and the evaluation phase refers to the self-observation and 
judgement of athletes at the end of activity (McCormick et al., 2019). 
The model pointed out that athletes may suffer from an imbalance in 
self-regulation due to the long-term effects of MPD, resulting in 
impairment of the preparation, execution, and evaluation phases, and 
further outputting disturbing signals to the behavior and cognition of 
athletes. Physical functions (physical capability, eyesight, sleep quality, 
etc) and psychological states (mood, engagement, resilience, etc.) are 
under the constant influence of these signals, with athletic performance 
being impaired. This finding is consistent with the self-regulation 
theory proposed by Köpetz et al. (2013), suggesting that MPD stems 
primarily from a failure of self-regulation, and that growing desires 
cannot be  controlled due to the lack of self-regulation, making it 
difficult for athletes to eliminate MPD.

Studies have demonstrated that when frequently using mobile 
phones during training or competition, athletes will focus on irrelevant 
cues or outcomes (preparation phase), and such athletes cannot be able 
to fully engage in the execution of sports skills due to the adverse effects 
of this behavior such as distraction and a lack of self-preparation 
(execution phase), and the negative comments issued on social media 
will be checked by them (evaluation phase). Finally, it is easy for these 
athletes to make misattributions and non-adaptive judgments, leading 
to an imbalance in self-regulation (Durand-Bush and DesClouds, 2018). 
In a controlled trial examining the relationship between self-regulation 
and athletic performance in a 10-kilometre cycling time trial, it was 
found that athletes with suppressed levels of self-regulation had lower 
maximum heart rate, mean power outputs, and greater physical exertion 
when completing the race compared with normal athletes (Wagstaff, 

2014). This suggests that the self-regulation disorder of athletes not only 
adversely affect their physiological function, but also limit athletic 
performance. In contrast, an intervention trial conducted on self-
regulation strategies for college athletes has shown that after self-
regulation strategies were applied to college athletes, such as reflection, 
time management, and cognitive restructuring, the stress levels of these 
athletes decreased significantly at different time periods, including pre 
to mid-intervention, post-intervention, and end-of-intervention, which 
contributed to athletic performance (Dubuc-Charbonneau and Durand-
Bush, 2015). In summary, based on the perspective of the social cognitive 
model of self-regulation, MPD can be regarded as the result of a failure 
of self-regulation in athletes. Athletes with poor self-regulation are more 
susceptible to adverse influence from mobile phones, leading to self-
regulation disorders and imbalance between the individual and the 
environment, which ultimately leads to a decline in athletic performance. 
In light of the negative influence of MPD on self-regulation in athletes, 
the self-regulation training, including mindfulness and attention control 
training, should be implemented by coaches and sports administrators, 
in a bid to help athletes resist negative external influence, and maintain 
a relative balance between athletes and their surroundings.

4.2 The integrative model of self-control

Self-control refers to the ability to maintain long-term goals by 
resisting inner desires and external temptations (Tangney et al., 2018). 
Athletes with weak self-control are less able to resist automated 
habitual actions, such as MPD, and tend to pursue immediate 
enjoyment, current desires, and novel experiences (Zhong et al., 2021). 
The integrated model of self-control suggested that self-control 
consists of control capacity, control motivation, control effort, high 
order goal (better athletic performance), behavioral dependence 
(MPD), conflict, and enactment constraints (Figure 2) (Kotabe and 

FIGURE 2

Integrative model of self-control.
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Hofmann, 2015). Among them, the conflict will be created by the high 
order goal and MPD, by which the control capacity and control 
motivation work together to determine the degree of control effort to 
counteract the desire caused by MPD (Kotabe and Hofmann, 2015). 
The enactment constraints refer to the environmental factors that limit 
the behavior of athletes, such as coaches and training conditions. For 
athletes with normal mobile phone usage, whose degree of the control 
effort is greater than the desire for MPD, thus there is no behavioral 
dependence and the stable athletic performance is achieved. For 
athletes with MPD, however, desires override the control effort, which 
will lead to the failure of self-control, triggering a range of negative 
effects of MPD, including impaired athletic performance. Based on the 
perspective of this model, the control efforts of athletes can 
be seriously depleted by behavioral dependencies such as MPD. Faced 
with the pressure generated by training or competition, athletes with 
weak self-control are less able to suppress instant entertainment and 
social rewards (the desire to use mobile phones), making it difficult 
for them to perform at a normal level of athletic performance.

Self-control in athletes was associated with autonomous 
motivation (Jordalen et al., 2016, 2018). Athletes with higher levels of 
autonomous motivation and self-control tended to act in accordance 
with their values and needs, control their own behaviors in a more 
flexible manner, resist temptations (Deci and Ryan, 2013), and persist 
with training activities and long-term goals, in order to achieve 
delayed satisfaction with outstanding athletic performance (Tangney 
et al., 2018). For athletes with MPD, however, the failure of self-control 
makes it difficult to make rational judgments and maintain focus in 
training and competition, resulting in an inability to achieve optimal 
athletic performance. In contrast, the risk-buffering hypothesis states 
that self-control can be regarded as a protective mechanism against 
MPD, and athletes with greater self-control are able to effectively resist 
the temptation of mobile phones (Siegmann et al., 2018). For such 
athletes, the time spent interacting with mobile phones can 
be reasonably controlled, with more control resources applied to the 
execution of training and competition tasks, thus improving task focus 
and maintaining the stability of athletic performance (Niu et al., 2020; 
Zhong et al., 2021). Moreover, by following preset plans, athletes with 
greater self-control are able to concentrate on improving performance 
and attaining goals in intense sports, with athletic performance being 
enhanced in stressful environments (Englert, 2017). In summary, 
based on the integrative model of self-control, self-control can be seen 
as the key to moderating the effects of MPD on athletic performance. 
Sufficient control resources and motivations should be developed and 
allocated to various training tasks in a rational manner by athletes, so 
as to avoid crossing the “safety line” of mobile phone usage, to ensure 
that athletes are protected from the negative effects of excessive mobile 
phone usage, and to achieve optimal athletic performance.

5 Discussion

With the popularity of mobile electronic devices, people 
increasingly rely on mobile phones for information acquisition, 
social communication and entertainment in daily life. However, the 
likelihood of developing MPD will be  increased by chronic 
problematic use of mobile phones. For athletes, due to long-term 
focus on training and competition, while facing greater pressure, 
such group are more inclined to regard mobile phones as “stress 

release device” and “psychological refuge”. This implies that athletes 
are more susceptible to the detrimental effects of MPD, including 
distraction, mental fatigue, impaired decision-making, sleep 
disturbance, and poor social relationship, which can seriously 
hinder athletic performance (Stothart et al., 2015; Thun et al., 2015; 
Isoard-Gautheur et al., 2016; Romyn et al., 2016; Wachsmuth et al., 
2018; Charest and Grandner, 2020; DesClouds and Durand-Bush, 
2021; Fortes et  al., 2021, 2022a,b, 2023; Alix-Fages et  al., 2023; 
Lima-Junior et al., 2024). Therefore, early detection and effective 
intervention of MPD problems in athletes have become necessary 
and significant for improving their training and 
competition performance.

Based on individual factors, environmental factors, and relevant 
theoretical models, the present study examined the impacts of MPD 
on athletic performance, and explained the underlying mechanisms 
from a neurobiological perspective and relevant theories. First of 
all, grounded in the general stress theory, self-determination theory, 
compensatory internet use theory, and uses and gratifications 
theory, the restrictive effects of MPD on athletic performance 
through different pathways have been extensively explored. 
Furthermore, the mechanisms underlying the effects of MPD on 
athletic performance have been elucidated from the neurobiological 
perspective, and it has been suggested that the BRS may play a 
dominant and decisive role in activating the impacts of MPD on 
athletic performance. Finally, various models, notably the social-
cognitive model of self-regulation and the integrated model of self-
control, have been used to explain the effects of MPD on athletic 
performance. At present, although many valuable results have been 
obtained in this regard, there are still some problems that need to 
be addressed in future studies.

The effects of MPD on athletic performance and potential 
mediating and moderating variables that may exist within the 
process should be further explored and examined. The process of 
MPD affecting athletic performance is bound to be influenced by 
many mediating variables. Existing studies mostly focus on the 
individual level of athletes, including attentional resources 
(DesClouds and Durand-Bush, 2021), mental fatigue (Fortes et al., 
2022a), and inhibitory control (Lima-Junior et al., 2024). While 
little consideration is given to the unique sociocultural factors of 
the sports environment, such as training atmosphere, coach style, 
and teammate relationships, which may facilitate or inhibit the 
impacts of MPD on athletic performance through moderating 
effects. Moreover, some positive psychological factors may have a 
protective role in the effects of MPD on athletic performance, 
including psychological resilience, coaching support, and sense of 
self-worth. For instance, athletes who have more positive 
evaluations of their own worth and ability may not be at risk of 
developing MPD, let alone gaining a sense of accomplishment from 
MPD. Instead, such athletes are more inclined to realize their self-
worth through the pursuit of excellence, which helps reduce the 
likelihood of MPD. Therefore, it is necessary for future research to 
broaden the perspective, and take the relevant sociocultural and 
protective factors into consideration. And the potential limiting or 
protective roles of these factors in this process should be further 
examined, in order to interpret the relationship between MPD and 
athletic performance more comprehensively and accurately.

The relationships of MPD dynamically affecting athletic 
performance through a vertical research perspective should 
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be tracked. It is difficult to establish causal relationships between 
variables because the impacts of MPD on athletic performance 
from a vertical research perspective have rarely been examined by 
previous studies. As sports training is a chronic and dynamic 
process, athletes will experience many changes in terms of physical 
functions and psychological states during different periods, and the 
impacts of MPD on athletic performance vary considerably. In light 
of few vertical research results, vertical samples of athletes at 
different training periods and stages should be  constructed to 
monitor the fluctuation relationship between MPD and athletic 
performance. Moreover, the evolution process, typical symptoms, 
development patterns, and harm of MPD in athletes at different 
training stages should be examined, explored and analyzed based 
on the qualitative research results. This will provide effective 
treatment programs for psychological counseling and experimental 
interventions targeted and requisite for athletes.

Based on brain reward mechanisms, research on the 
neurobiological mechanisms by which MPD affects athletic 
performance should be further expanded. At present, studies on the 
neurobiological mechanisms between the two mainly have focused 
mainly on brain regions linked to reward-activated pathways and 
the effects of microwave radiation on brain structures (De La 
Puente et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2021), but the 
specific mechanisms by which MPD affects the structure and 
function of brain regions still need to be further refined. Evidence 
has indicated that MPD is similar to other types of behavioral 
dependence such as gambling, smoking, and shopping, that is, they 
are all associated with structural brain abnormalities (Xiao et al., 
2022). In light of the current understanding of the neurobiological 
mechanisms underlying the effects of MPD on athletic performance, 
the following interventions could be considered in future research: 
(1) The cognitive-behavioral interventions could be adopted to help 
athletes change their thinking patterns and behaviors, and 
personalize strategies to resist excessive mobile phone usage; (2) 
The biofeedback training could be employed to strengthen the self-
control and attention management abilities of athletes, including 
eye movement techniques, brain waves, heart rate variability and 
other indicators, allowing athletes to establish the correct pattern of 
brain activity; (3) Based on functional magnetic resonance imaging, 
the relevant changes in brain reward regions of athletes during 
activation could be  identified to monitor the modulation of the 
dopamine conduction system; and (4) The volume and intensity of 
training should be  scientifically regulated, and high-intensity 
interval training could be  applied to promote the release of 
endorphins in the brain, thus replacing the rapid reward pathway 
caused by MPD.

Based on empirical and intervention research combined with 
interdisciplinary perspectives, the theoretical model and framework 
of the impacts of MPD on athletic performance should be validated, 
developed and enriched. The restrictive effects of MPD on athletic 
performance have been explained by the social cognitive model of 
self-regulation and the integrative model of self-control from 
different disciplinary perspectives (Zimmerman, 2000; Kotabe and 
Hofmann, 2015). However, the factors involved in these models are 
relatively simple, focusing only on self-regulation and self-control at 
the individual level, and ignoring the influence of external factors in 
the social environment. Therefore, the scientificity and effectiveness 
of existing theoretical models should be examined by designing more 

rigorous randomized controlled trials and intervention programs, on 
the basis of which these models can be further developed and their 
predictive and explanatory credibility improved. In addition, the 
existing models are mainly derived from the filed of psychology, 
which suggests that the relevant theories and methods regarding 
neuroscience, cognitive science, social science and other fields should 
be absorbed, constructing an interdisciplinary and comprehensive 
model combined with the results of intervention experiments, with a 
view to provide theoretical support and guidance for improving the 
symptoms of MPD in athletes, returning to normal life, and restoring 
a healthy state of mind and body.
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